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About This Game

Cave Adventures is a dynamic game where you have to take on the role of a cute monster who can not escape from captivity in
a parallel universe. Your task is to pass the levels in 10 seconds, without dying from a variety of obstacles in the form of thorns,

bonfires and huge chasms to pleasant music, but do not think that everything will be so simple. Just check your reaction in an
endless mode, jumping over the abyss, dial as much as possible!
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Title: Cave Adventures
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nekyau Games
Publisher:
Nekyau
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 120 MB available space
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This game needs more refinement, because the concept is actually really interesting to me, but the bugs that I have faced kind of
bring it down for me. This game is by far the most complex Strategy game i've ever known.
You are in charge of: Diplomacy, Science, Production, Logistics (Fuel, Ammo, to bases, Raw Materials from bases), Base
Building, Command Structure, oh and of course fighting.
The fighting takes place on a tactical 3d-map on which you can (and should) directly control every single unit, to make sure the
bombs\/torps hit for maximum effect.
To be honest, this game with its complexity is really intimidating. But very rewarding as wel.

If you read other comments, you will know that this game is a bug ridden pest. BUT, there is hope. The community is really
awesome and they keep updating the game which seems to be abandoned by the devs. Look in the Community hub for the
Unofficial Patch 1.71. You need this to be able to have any real fun with this game.
They are still working on it and 1.8 is soon to be released.

Right now it costs 70cent so there is no reson not to get it. Have fun!. Vampires are the strongest players in Blood Bowl, with a
stat line of 6\/4\/4\/8 and access to almost all skills on normal rolls, there's little that can stop a vampire. Stock up on rerolls, so
that there's only a 1\/36 chance your vampire will waste his turn. However, rerolls are quite expensive, so getting Leader is quite
useful, but that's a double roll on all player. Getting Pro on your vampires is definitely something to consider. A super fun
platform with lots of clever levels! I found the world and characters to be incredibly polished! Just finished my first run through
and going through to collect all of the items I have left!. As an avid Film Junk fan, I had to pick the game up in support of Dirty
Frank. Like Frank, I won't let my fandom impact my review. So let's dive in.

What I like

+ The splitting mechanic is interesting and different.
+ The few songs there are on the soundtrack are pretty good
+ Game runs like a dream for me (no problems so far)
+ Controls work fairly well

What I didn't like

- Game feels short (Having finished it in around 3 hours, I can safely say it is)
- Environments are pretty bland and there is no real reason for exploration
- Story is meh (characters don't emote really at all)
- Playing for a long period of time can make hands cramp (have to hold down triggers and use both joysticks a lot)
- $$$, game seems slightly overpriced, especially given alternative options like Hollow Knight, Owlboy, Ori, Rayman, etc.
- Camera: At times the camera moves to fit everything on screen which can make seeing your character tough.
- The last 3rd of the game is pretty badly designed.

Overall, pick up this game if you've already hit all the staples of platformers out there. There's enough here to have some fun
with, but the game features a ton of drawbacks. Overall I wasn't blown away.

5.5\/10. If it delivers what it promisses... this will be BIG!
So far, i give it an 7.2/10
=D Keep it up guys!. Hey! Can you check your mail again? ^^ thanks for daily checkings ^^ <3. An excellent game. Fast paced,
challenging action. Enjoy. While the story is enjoyable, the advertisement is incredibly misleading. The "game" ends abruptly
shortly into the story unless you continue to buy more chapters.
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For this genre of dollar horror it does well. I go with an hour per dollar and this game hits that goal at about an hour. Dont
expect the world and you will enjoy it.. What I like most about the game is the bright overhead style graphics. It is very similar
to the classic Fallout games, which I loved because of the graphics and turn-based game play.
If it's possible, the main recommendation I have is I would love to play a solo quest mode, where I can use the characters to go
to different locations to complete different objects and hunting various bounties in the form of boss characters.
There should also be a Free-For-All battle mode in which all the players in the game can gunsling with each other without being
on teams.
Or maybe a hunting mode in which players are all trying to hunt one bounty head that is elusive and running around the game
map meking it harder to catch. The bounty can be a bot set to evade and only attacks when necessary. Multilple player can
attack each other while trying to be the first to catch the evading bounty head.. This game is designed to be as frustrating as
possible. There is one boss that is hard, but can be beat normally. Then you have a choice of:
A: Boss fight with a mob that dodges your attacks and literally blacks out the interface so that you have to just click randomly
around while your party dies.
B. Boss that only takes one point of damage. After about 10 minutes you get him down to 80% health and then he heals to full.

Maybe with a cheat guide there is some trick to these fights, but there is no feedback that will allow you to learn over time. So
even if such guide was available (currently is not), do you want to follow the cheat guide to play?

Also, after party got wiped out completely the game crashed so I don't know how it treats death. In a split second it looked like it
gave me 10 gold for dying. I need 1000 more gold to buy the cheapest new party member (not that this would help versus either
boss) so maybe if I died 100 times I could buy one and have some modest progress?

If you have that much free time, let me know how it turns out for you :). So promising, a dwarf frortress for normal peoples. But
for me there is twokiller bugs on linux : 1 : we can't load a savegame. 2 : performance issues after 2-3 hours (and i can't save :,(
so sad ). NIICEE can i use this for my videos. btw nice game.. Its ok. This game is designed for a really slow pc so i have no
trouble running it.
After 15 minutes of playing it gets boring. I would not recommend it.. Good fighting/rythm hybrid game. Quite fun.. Love it! I
own Descent 1, 2, and 3, which I played on my G4 Mac. Still have the games and the Mac. I will get this game as soon as
possible. I want to preorder, but I am not willing to give my credit card to be billed at a later date! How bout pay pal now!
Attempted to sponser but was too late. Great graphics, good game play. I can't wait for the complete game. Bought the "official"
new Descent, this is much better! Great to have the original people setting this game up.
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